The Programme

Fundamental Core Courses (Four courses)

**Microeconomics (Choose one)**
- Microeconomic Analysis
- Microeconomic Theory* (for candidates with a strong undergraduate training in economics and mathematics)

**Macroeconomics (Choose one)**
- Macroeconomic Analysis
- Macroeconomic Theory* (for candidates with a strong undergraduate training in economics and mathematics)

**Econometrics (Choose one)**
- Applied Econometrics*
- Econometric Theory I*
- Economic Forecasting*

**Capstone Experience (Choose one)**
- Advanced Topics in Applied Econometrics*
- Advanced Topics in Economic Analysis*
- Advanced Topics in Economic Policy*
- Dissertation (Double course)
- Political Economy of Economic Policy*

Stream Core Courses (Choose one stream)

**Data Analysis Stream**

**Basic Stream Core (Take all)**
- Applied Econometrics*
- Computation and Analysis of Economic Data (Half course)
- Mathematics and Statistics Review (Half course)

**Advanced Stream Core (Choose three)**
- Advanced Topics in Applied Econometrics*
- Advanced Topics in Economic Forecasting
- Economic Forecasting*
- Econometric Theory I*
- Econometric Theory II*
- Industrial Organization
- Labour Economics

**Policy Stream (Choose three)**
- Advanced Topics in Economic Policy*
- Competition, Regulation and Business Strategy
- Development Economics
- Environmental Economics
- Health Economics
- Money and Banking
- Political Economy of Economic Policy*
- Public Economics
- Transportation Economics

**Theory Stream (Choose three)**
- Advanced Topics in Economic Analysis*
- Economic of Organization and Strategy
- Financial Economics*
- Game Theory and Applications*
- International Macroeconomics
- Macroeconomic Theory*
- Mathematical Economics
- Microeconomic Theory*
- Monetary Policy: Theory and Practice*
- Network Economics

Elective Courses

Candidates can choose electives form a list of courses to make the total number of courses taken ten.

* Can be used to satisfy both fundamental core and stream core requirements. If a course is used to satisfy both the fundamental core and stream core requirements, candidates have to take an elective course as a substitute to make the total number of courses taken ten.

# Capstone course

* Courses offered by the PhD curriculum of the School of Economics and Finance

Note: Not all courses listed above will necessarily be offered each year.